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First things first: Creating a solution to bring independent data sources together
The database contains ins revenue and usage for millions of Microsoft consumer customers for 2+ years.

Helps to understand the connections between revenue and perceptions related to business outcomes

The database

Millions of MSA 
identified customers

Revenue across these

Usage across 10+ core 
consumer products

Link our telemetry including usage 
and revenue to survey results

We can assess changes in revenue 
tied to perceptions over time

GDPR Compliant 

Can link revenue and usage to 
perceptions
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Key values derived from infrastructure investments

Makes it easier for researchers to conduct an analysis by removing obstacles that prevent access to data. 

Increases extensibility of data.

Creates the ability to maintain the security and customer trust around the data.

Makes it possible to see connections between customer sentiment and revenue generation.

Machine learning can help us wade through data to uncover actionable insights. 
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Evolution of our infrastructure

In the past Where we are Value

Data piped and aggregated requiring 
high-touch and various QC Optimized pipelines Use of real time data, Databricks processing ensures 

usage of same toolkit to process and analyze data

SSMS SQL only Better interoperability A breadth of language and ML tools support extend 
analysis capabilities Python, Scala, R, Java, and SQL

Fixed infrastructure and requires quarterly planning Dynamic CPU and storage 
infrastructure 

Costs are elastic and billed per usage and capacity 
available on-demand, faster change cycles and better 
monitoring capabilities

Data analytics done off-platform as batch 
jobs – ranging from Excel to ML modelling Better analytics platform Connectivity to reporting platforms like PowerBI, 

real-time analytics on fast moving massive streams of data

Sharing scripts and IP is limited, e.g., 
through email and Sharepoint Seamless collaboration Collaborate on shared projects in an interactive workspace 

for advancing data sciences practices within the team
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What we gained

Continued to deliver on 
some of the critical 

consumer focused market 
leading research, without 

additional resources

Reduced our 
onboarding time 

and costs

Improved our ability to 
turnaround detailed analysis 

from months to as days

Ensured customer trust 
and privacy related to 

data, whilst delivering a 
scalable infrastructure
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